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Abstract

Composers began combining acoustic performers with electronically produced sounds in the early twentieth century. As computer-processing power increased the potential for significant musical communication was developed. Despite the body of research concerning electronic music, performing a composition with a computer partner remains intimidating for performers. The purpose of this paper is to provide an introductory method for interacting with a computer.

This document will first follow the parallel evolution of percussion and electronics in order to reveal how each medium was influenced by the other. The following section will define interaction and explain how this is applied to musical communication between humans and computers. The next section introduces specific techniques used to cultivate human-computer interaction. The roles of performer, instrument, composer and conductor will then be defined as they apply to the human performer and the computer. If performers are aware of these roles they will develop richer communication that can enhance the performer’s and audience member’s recognition of human-computer interaction.

In the final section, works for percussion and computer will be analyzed to reveal varying levels of interaction and the shifting roles of the performer. Three compositions will illustrate this point, *120bpm from neither Anvil nor Pulley* by Dan Trueman, *It’s Like the Nothing Never Was* by Von Hansen, and *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* by Cort Lippe. These three pieces develop a continuum of increasing interaction, moving from interaction within a fully defined score, to improvisation with digital synthesis, to the manipulation of computerized compositional algorithms using performer input. The unique ways each composer creates interaction will expose the vast possibilities for performing with interactive music systems.
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1. Introduction

Composers began combining acoustic performers with electronically produced sounds in the early twentieth century, developing the medium of live electronic music. Early music for this medium involved analogue devices such as phonographs, microphones and tape recorders, which performed simple tasks of playback and amplification. Together, these devices introduced fixed media into the concert hall. The ability to bring prerecorded sounds into live performance created a boom in pieces for “performer and tape.”¹ In the 1980’s the introduction of the computer changed the direction of live electronics by involving an increasingly more advanced performance partner. The computer, unlike fixed media, accomplished more meaningful tasks than playback by allowing composers to create communication between the performer and computer. As computer-processing power increased, the electronic partner was able to perform more complicated tasks, increasingly resembling human thought. This artificial intelligence led to an interest in developing a rich, interactive dialogue between human and computer, expanding the potential for significant musical communication.

Research concerning human-computer interaction (HCI) and its application to music has been increasingly explored over the last thirty years. Texts such as Stuart Card and Thomas Moran’s *The Psychology of Human-Computer Interaction* (1983) analyzed how humans interact with computers, while Robert Rowe’s *Interactive Music Systems* (1993) defined how human-computer interaction can apply to computer music systems. Simon Holland’s *Music and Human-Computer Interaction* (2013) addressed further musical implications of human-computer

¹ Performer and tape was the terminology of the time because this was the standard playback medium. Current terminology replaces tape with fixed media, as CD’s and digital audio files have replaced tape devices.
interaction by describing the multitude of ways that HCI is being used for research, instrument creation and in various other musical fields.

Despite this body of research, performing a composition with a computer partner remains intimidating for performers without experience in this medium. There are two main reasons why performers may be apprehensive about performing these types of works: technological concerns and a lack of understanding of interaction with a computer rather than with a human performer. Technological concerns are most easily addressed by finding someone with experience setting up the microphones, interfaces, speakers and software needed for performance. However, the ability to create an expressive, meaningful, musical performance with a machine is a more intellectually difficult task.

Given the depth of previous research on human-computer interaction and the apprehensiveness that still remains in performance contexts, a resource is needed that can bridge the gap between research and practice. The purpose of this paper is to fill this need by providing performers with an introductory method for musically interacting with a computer partner.

The development of artificial intelligence in the late twentieth century made it possible for composers to create communication between performers and computers and interactive music systems began to be created. Whereas the rules for performing with fixed media were easily discernable, interacting with an intelligent computer partner requires an understanding of how the computer is listening and responding to the performer. In order to create communication that is complex yet easily discernable to audience members, performers must be aware of the unique roles they play and how their input affects computation. This document defines the roles that composers apply to human and computer performers and explains some of the techniques
composers use to expose these interactive roles. Developing an understanding of these roles and techniques will allow performers to more effectively interact with a computer partner.

This document will first follow the parallel evolution of percussion and electronics in order to reveal how each medium was influenced by the other. The symbiotic development of these mediums explains why composers often choose to include percussion in works involving electronics, and, therefore, why this topic is of particular interest to contemporary percussionists. The following section will form a definition of an “interactive music system” by defining interaction and explaining how this is applied to musical communication between humans and computers. The next section introduces some specific techniques used to cultivate human-computer interaction, especially those used within the selected works.

The roles of performer, instrument, composer and conductor will then be defined as they apply to the human performer and the computer. If performers are aware of these roles they will have a greater understanding of how their sound is being altered or how it is influencing the computer system. This understanding leads to richer communication that can enhance the performer’s and audience member’s recognition and appreciation of human-computer interaction.

In the final section, works for percussion and computer will be analyzed to reveal varying levels of interaction and the shifting roles of the performer. Three compositions will illustrate this point:

1. *120bpm from neither Anvil nor Pulley* by Dan Trueman.

2. *It’s Like the Nothing Never Was* by Von Hansen.

These three pieces develop a continuum of increasing interaction, moving from interaction within a fully defined score, to improvisation with digital synthesis, to the manipulation of computerized compositional algorithms using performer input. The unique ways each composer creates interaction will expose the vast possibilities for performing with interactive music systems.
2. The Parallel Evolution of Percussion and Electronics

Percussion and electronic music have experienced a parallel and often symbiotic evolution from the early twentieth century into the twenty-first. The interest in developing the two genres was sparked by Luigi Russolo’s 1913 manifesto The Art of Noises, in which he proclaimed, “Music, as it becomes continually more complicated, strives to amalgamate the most dissonant, strange and harsh sounds.”¹ This manifesto was followed by a series of works for percussive noise machines. Russolo’s work expanded the definition of music by claiming that any organized sound, whether created by a violin or by a noise generator, can be music. These ideas placed a focus on timbre and texture and inspired a generation of composers to emphasize these musical aspects as the primary forces in their compositions. Composers on the forefront of this movement such as John Cage (1912-1992), Edgard Varèse (1883-1965) and Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007) are known as pioneers in both percussion and electronic composition. These composers created the first works for solo and chamber percussion, groundbreaking pieces for fixed media, and the first integrations of acoustic and electronic sounds. These works reveal the importance of percussion and electronics to this compositional movement, and are the epitome of the symbiotic evolution of percussion and electronic sounds.

2.1. Early Works for Percussion and Electronics

John Cage is possibly the most influential composer in the development of percussion music. His pioneering use of electronics in his work is also among the earliest, predating nearly

all others by a decade. In his 1939 composition *Imaginary Landscape no. 1*, for muted piano, cymbal and two variable-speed turntables, Cage presents the first substantial use of live, electronically created sound by precisely notating the duration speed and volume of turntables playing test tones.\(^3\) In 1942 John Cage created three pieces that combined percussion and electronics, each of which pushed the boundaries of electronic sound production and expanded the definition of a percussion instrument. Cage’s compositions *Credo in US*, *Imaginary Landscapes no. 2* and *Imaginary Landscapes no. 3* combine piano and percussion with an electric buzzer, a phonograph, a radio, audio frequency oscillators, and a microphone amplified marimbula.\(^4\) The phonograph and radio in *Credo in US* represent an early use of fixed media and in the *Imaginary Landscapes* Cage introduced amplification into chamber music, using the phonograph as a makeshift contact microphone and amplifying the marimbula. Cage’s experiments with texture are accomplished in these works not only by the innovative use of electronic sounds, but also by the inclusion of nontraditional percussion instruments such as tin cans, water gong, metal wastebasket and conch shell. In these pieces the unique timbres of percussion instruments help blend the electronic and acoustic sound worlds, setting a precedent for the consistent inclusion of percussion in future electronic works.

Edgard Varèse is another composer who is highly regarded for his work in percussion music as well as electronic sound. His 1930 composition *Ionisation* is widely considered the first substantial piece for percussion ensemble. Influenced by this revolutionary composition, in 1954 Varèse premiered *Dèserts* for winds, five percussionists and two tape recorders, a piece

---


\(^4\) A marimbula is a large version of an mbira, or thumb piano, an instrument indigenous to Africa.
commonly regarded as the first major work for acoustic instruments and tape.\(^5\) In this composition the percussionists and the tape play similar roles of creating atmospheric clouds of texture underneath the wind melodies. This piece sets the stage for further explorations into works for performer and tape and it is the forbearer of Varèse’s highly influential electroacoustic composition *Poème Électronique* (1958).

Karlheinz Stockhausen applied the performer and tape medium to chamber music with his 1958 composition *Kontakte no. 12.5* for electronic sounds, piano and percussion. In this work the performers are given a graphic representation of the electronic part and mostly standard notation for accompanying the tape. Along with the revolutionary techniques used in the electronic part, Stockhausen created a new percussion instrument for this work, a drum with a plywood drumhead, in order to reduce the resonance of the drum.\(^6\) This instrument is used to mimic some of the electronic sounds and is a prime example of composers of electronic music directly influencing the evolution of percussion instruments.

Stockhausen’s 1964 work *Mikrophonie I* explores interaction with live electronics and percussion in a revolutionary way. This work is written for two players striking a tam-tam with various implements and four others adjusting microphone positions, filters and potentiometers (more commonly known as volume knobs). Stockhausen provides descriptive words such as groaning, trumpeting, whirring, hooting, and a graphic score to define the desired sounds.\(^7\) The composer states, “The microphone is used actively as a musical instrument, in contrast to its

---


former passive function of reproducing sounds as faithfully as possible.” Unique textures are created through amplification of normally inaudible sounds and gestural movement of the microphones. Two other players adjust filters and distribute the sound through four speakers. The tam-tam part is unique for the extensive timbral exploitation using various mallets and household objects. All six of the musicians on this work interact with one another to create these unique sounds, and they also directly interact with live produced electronic sounds.

In the 1970’s the repertoire for instrumentalist and tape began to expand and percussion continued to be a large presence in the genre. Compositions such as *Synchronisms* by Davidosky, *Etude for Tape Recorder and Percussion* by William Cahn and *For Marimba and Tape* by Wesley Smith continued the process of performing with prerecorded sounds. The medium of percussion and electronics continued to be primarily focused on works involving fixed media until the 1990’s. As computers became more advanced and portable, composers began to search out higher levels of interaction between performers and computers, leading to the development of advanced music processing software.

2.2. The Introduction of Max/MSP

In the late 1980’s the highly influential computer program Max (Cycling 74, 1990) was developed at the Parisian research institute IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique). Max is an object based music programming language developed by Miller Puckette in 1988 and MSP is the digital processing portion of the program added in 1997. The Max/MSP program is possibly the most influential computer program for electronic composition because it opened the world of computer composition to many new composers by

---

creating a means of focusing on the sounds produced by a computer rather than the computational process of producing them.9

One of the first works for percussion and computer using Max is Kaija Saariaho’s *Six Japanese Gardens* (1993). Saariaho was able to create one of the first compositions for percussion and electronics that moved away from fully fixed media. In this piece Saariaho uses a foot pedal to trigger prerecorded sound files instead of having a performer follow a fully fixed recording. The performer is no longer shackled to the fixed track; rather they are able to be expressive with time. In this work the composer is able to use Max/MSP not only to control the progression of the media but also to apply reverb and spatialization10 to the percussionist’s sound. Saariaho weaves together sections where the performer must strictly follow the recording with sections that are left more open in order to allow for performer interpretation.

As composers explore the possibilities of this program greater levels of interaction continue to develop. In Max/MSP computers are able to use real-time analysis to “understand” performer input, and this input can be used to alter compositional algorithms, allowing the computer to “respond” to this input. Composers continue to explore and expand the capabilities of Max/MSP, creating interactive music systems that increase the possibilities for human-computer interaction.

---


10 Spatialization, also know as panning, involves moving the playback of sound between speakers.
3. Creating Interactive Music Systems

3.1. What is Interaction?

Interaction can be defined as reciprocal action between two or more entities. Live performance involving more than one performer is predicated upon interaction as musicians interact with one another to synchronize and present a unique, mutual, musical interpretation. According to composer of interactive computer music Cort Lippe, “This relationship involves a subtle kind of listening while playing in a constantly changing dialogue among players, often centering on expressive timing and/or expressive use of dynamics and articulation.”¹¹

Traditionally notated scores define rhythms, pitches, and dynamics, but the subtle, subjective variations of tempo, volume and timbre within these constraints define musical interaction. Improvised music further develops musical interaction through mirroring and transformation of melodic, harmonic and rhythmic figures. All of these musical interactions boil down to communication.

When considering music that includes electronic components various levels of communication can be achieved. Works for fixed media contain no meaningful interaction. One

---

can play along with the media but no matter what the performer does the fixed part does not change. The Saariaho piece discussed above begins to introduce interaction by allowing the performer to control the progression of fixed media. Computer processing of live sounds allows performers to be influenced by alteration of his/her sound. Interaction is increased further as computers are allowed to make decisions, through mathematical processes, causing performers to react to unpredictable events. The interaction between performers and computers becomes most apparent as the sounds created by each entity continually alter the actions of the other. In order to bring interaction into computer systems composers and software developers have to create a means for meaningful communication between humans and computers.

### 3.2. Interactive Music Systems

The introduction of advanced computer systems allowed for the development of interactive music systems. In his groundbreaking book *Interactive Music Systems* Robert Rowe says, “Interactive music systems are those whose behavior changes in response to musical input.” The level of interactivity within a system is determined by the complexity of the communication between the performer and computer. The computer may take the input and perform digital signal processing, outputting a transformed version of the original material, or events may be triggered by the sound of a specific instrument. These systems become more interactive as a higher level of artificial intelligence is introduced into the system.

Artificial intelligence is the automation of processes associated with human thinking such as problem solving, decision making and learning. When applied to an interactive music system this involves allowing the computer to make choices either through randomization, algorithmic processes or analysis of musical input. Randomization produces a computer response that is

---

different every time, allowing performers to be influenced by unexpected events. Algorithms can be used to create more informed decision-making, creating more predictable interactive music systems. The processing of randomization and algorithms can be made richer when performer input informs the computer’s decision-making, altering variables within the computational process. When using advanced computer systems a composer is not limited to using pitch and rhythm as triggers. In these systems composers can use more interpretive aspects of a performance such as timbre and dynamics. The computer’s analysis of performer interpretation leads to more human-like responses.

Interactive music systems are used to create meaningful communication with humans; therefore it is important to note how performers respond to these systems. A performer listens to the computer-synthesized sounds and uses musical intuition to respond to what they have heard. In a traditionally notated score this may involve subtle changes in tempo, dynamics or timbre. If improvising the performers can alter their level of activity in response to the synthesized sound. Interactive music systems achieve profound interaction when a feedback-loop is created with performer input affecting computer output that is in turn reinterpreted by the performer. The ability to create complex communication in interactive music systems has lead to the development of research in human-computer interaction in music.

### 3.3. Human-Computer Interaction

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a term used in multiple scientific fields to analyze and design computer systems that are more usable and adapt to user needs. In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s monitors and workstations were developed, allowing for non-computer scientists to interact with computers, and developing an interest in how average users interact.

---

with computers. Stuart Card and Thomas Moran then popularized HCI as a research discipline in the book *The Psychology of Human-Computer Interaction*, which analyzed how humans interact with computers. The field of study progressed from a focus on ergonomics to current HCI research involving, but not limited to, modeling human behavior on machine learning, user-centered development of information technology, and the development of new interactive technologies.

*Music and Human-Computer Interaction*, a collection of writings concerning the application of HCI in music states, “Music Interaction encompasses the design, refinement, evaluation, analysis and use of interactive systems that involve computer technology for any kind of musical activity…” This definition shows the wide range of HCI in music from digital instrument design to music research methodologies to music analysis. The full application of HCI in music is too broad for the scope of this paper, so focus will be placed on the use of HCI within interactive music systems. The following section will outline some common techniques used to foster HCI in an interactive music system.

---

4. Methods for Developing HCI in Interactive Music Systems

4.1. Sound Synthesis

Interactive music systems often use a variable set of processes to synthesize new sounds. Stefania Serafin defines sound synthesis as “the production and manipulation of sounds using mathematical algorithms.” From this definition two main subcategories of sound synthesis can be determined, those that manipulate live input—signal processing—and those that create or playback sounds—generative music. Introducing a level of controlled randomization into these techniques creates space for the computer to make compositional choices, and using a live signal to effect these computations allows the computer to listen and react to its human counterpart. These two methods of synthesis create the reciprocal action required for HCI.

4.1.1. Signal Processing

The manipulation of live sound in an interactive computer system is achieved by digital signal processing (DSP) where the computer manipulates a digital copy of the live sound. Simple examples of this would be digital reverb, delay, distortion or pitch shifting. More complex techniques include spectral analysis, additive/subtractive synthesis, cross synthesis, and granular synthesis. Spectral analysis involves the computer examining the pitch, timbre and

---

duration of musical input. The computer can then use this analysis to synthesize new sounds from the source material. Additive or subtractive synthesis either overlays new material at selected frequencies or reduces selected frequencies, creating alterations to the harmonic and timbral characteristics of a sound. Cross synthesis involves the merging of two signals to create a new sound containing variables from both. This is most often accomplished by combining the performer’s live signal with prerecorded material. Granular synthesis cuts a sound into short, usually less than 100ms long, sections called grains.\(^\text{18}\) The grains can be reordered to create a new sound or each grain can be analyzed and altered to expose the subtle details of a sound. The synthesis of new sounds through signal processing allows performers to interact with a modified iteration of their own performance, but all of the original source material comes from the performer. In order for performers to be directly influenced by the computer some material must originate from the computer. To accomplish this goal composers apply generative music systems to achieve computer composition.

### 4.2. Generative Music

To create fully interactive music the computer must synthesize some sort of original music. The production of new material rather than processing of acoustic signals is referred to as generative music.\(^\text{19}\) The most basic form of generative music is the playback of sound files, but a more complex version uses algorithms to create new sounds or alter sound files by defining specific parameters such as tempo, rhythm, pitch, timbre and dynamic level. With twenty-first century computing power, highly complex generative music systems are used to create artificial intelligence in a musical setting.


4.2.1. Algorithmic Composition

Generative music is often created through the application of algorithmic composition to a computer system. An algorithm can be defined as a set of instructions for solving a problem. The use of algorithms date as far back as Euclid in 300 BC, and algorithmic composition has existed in a basic form for centuries. Counterpoint, for example, is an algorithm that defines the composition of tonal music through voice leading rules. In the twenty-first century algorithmic composition is a term usually reserved for the application of algorithms to generate music using computers.

4.2.2. Composer Control in Generative Music

For generative music to sound cohesive with the performer, guidelines must be placed upon the generation of new material. In regards to algorithmic composition, the rules defined by the algorithm must have boundaries to avoid electronic parts that have no connection to the performer. Placing no restrictions upon a generative music system would be similar to writing, “play music” on a performer’s score. An infinite number of outcomes could happen from this lack of definition, eliminating composer influence.

Composers of generative music have to set parameters for the computer to follow, controlling the degree of randomness within the work. Variables such as pitch, duration, dynamic level, and timbre can be defined to create unity within a computer system. For example a table of available pitches defining a specific scale or tonality may be created from which the computer can randomly choose. The controlled variation of note length generates reoccurring rhythms, while limitations on dynamic levels and timbre can define style. The parameters placed upon algorithmic composition are where composers assert their influence.

4.2.3. The Affect of Algorithmic Composition on the Performer
Algorithmic composition has particularly profound applications in HCI because it is not bound by human experience or preference. Karlheinz Essl explains

“[algorithmic composition] enables one to gain new dimensions that expand investigation beyond a limited personal horizon. From this basis algorithms can also be regarded as a powerful means to extend our experience – they might even develop into something that may be conceived as an ‘inspiration machine.’”

Though, as stated above, the composer can influence generative music, the synthesized music is chosen through algorithmic composition involving randomization. The unpredictability of algorithmic composition, therefore, can make HCI richer, by challenging performers to react to an unexpected musical gesture.

4.2.4. Making Generative Music Interactive

If the music being generated is not influenced by the behaviors of the performer then the computer is not interacting with the performer. To create fully integrated interactive music signal processing and generative music must be combined, and performer input should trigger changes in algorithms. HCI is heightened in these cases because an “interaction loop” continuously transforms the computer output as a performer reacts to new material.

---


21 Simon Holland et. all, Music and Human-Computer Interaction, 10.
5. Analysis of HCI in Selected Works

Interactive music systems require performers and computers to adopt unique, often shifting roles. Cort Lippe defines these roles, “The computer can be given the role of instrument, performer, conductor, and/or composer… A performer is already a performer, and already plays an instrument; therefore, a composer can assign the role of conductor and composer to a performer.”

The computer as “instrument” can involve software instruments or signal processing. The computer as a “performer” encompasses sound production through playback of fixed media or computer-generated sounds. When algorithmic composition is applied the computer may be a “composer,” and when the computer triggers or cues specific events it may “conduct.” The human performer can “conduct” by triggering events using some sort of physical interface such as a MIDI keyboard, computer keyboard or a pedal. The performer’s sound can also be used to trigger events, as in *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* by Cort Lippe. The performer as “composer” is most often achieved through improvisation, by allowing the performer to react to the computer in real time. The application of these roles will be used to expose varying levels of interaction in *120bpm* by Dan Trueman, *It’s Like the Nothing Never Was* by Von Hansen, and *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* by Cort Lippe.

5.1. 120bpm from *neither Anvil nor Pulley* by Dan Trueman

In 2010 So Percussion commissioned *neither Anvil nor Pulley* from composer and director of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk), Dan Trueman. The forty-five minute work contains five movements; three prerecorded fiddle tunes, upon which the ensemble improvises.

---

22 Lippe, "Real-time interaction among composers, performers, and computer systems," 2.
23 So Percussion is an American percussion quartet based in New York City, composed of Josh Quillen, Adam Sliwinski, Jason Treuting, and Eric Beach.
an accompaniment, and two longer movements for laptop percussion quartet. The second movement *120bpm* will be discussed within this document due to its unique application of interaction. The instrumentation for *120bpm*, a plank of wood, 2 tuned steel pipes, a tom-tom, two instruments of the performers’ choice, a MIDI foot pedal, and a tether video game controller, is mirrored in all four parts. Contact microphones are affixed to the wood plank and the tuned pipes, allowing them to be processed by the computer. The foot pedal is depressed to progress through computer presets, and the video game controller has been modified to control the playback of sound files. Trueman creates interaction in this movement using a resettable metronome and modified game controllers, both of which allow physical manipulation of the computer playback.

### 5.1.1. Can a Metronome be Interactive?

The subtitle of *120bpm - What is your Metronome Thinking?* reveals what Dan Trueman calls the “impetus of this movement.” The metronome referred to in the subtitle is a digital metronome that is restarted every time the percussionists strike the wood plank. The contact microphone on the plank does not amplify the instrument; rather it uses the amplitude information of the plank as a control signal to restart the metronome. The first time the plank is struck it activates a metronome clicking every 500ms (120bpm), but once the plank is struck again the count-down to the next click is reset to 500ms. The effect created through this process is a metronome that can be manipulated by the performers. Since each percussionist controls a separate metronome there are four independently controlled metronomes in play throughout this composition.

---

24 Dan Trueman, interview by author, Lawrence, KS, Feb 21, 2014.
At first look this work seems to contain only simple, physical interaction, using the plank to restart the metronome, but in the program notes to *neither Anvil nor Pulley* Trueman begins to outline his view on how a metronome can become “musically” interactive. He states,

I’ve long been interested in how differently machines and people measure time. Oddly, we assume that the machines are always “right,” whatever that might mean. But, for many, the “unhuman” quality of time that machines lend to music is heard as flawed and musicians know only too well how brutally unfair, and unmusical, metronomes can seem. In the second movement of *neither Anvil nor Pulley*, the machines and the humans duke it out.26

Unpacking this statement reveals a need for making the metronome more flexible, but it also involves how metronomes influence musician’s interpretation of time. Trueman describes the metronome in this work as moving from something we have to “obey” to something that “provokes” us to feel time in a physical way. Furthermore, he claims that the interaction with the metronome is able to “use the possibility of computation to get us to a place ‘musically’ where we just couldn’t get to otherwise.”27

5.1.2. Roles of the Performers and Computer

The resettable metronome, combined with a MIDI pedal, allows the performer’s main interactive role within 120bpm to be defined as conductor. By striking the plank the performer directly affects the progression of the metronome. The MIDI pedal is then used to move through a series of presets that determine the tempo of the metronome, the pitch shifting of the pipes, and the sound files for the tether controllers. Both of these actions control how the computer progresses through the composition. Though the performer’s main role in interaction is as conductor there are four short sections of improvisation in which the role is briefly shifted to composer.

27 Trueman, interview.
The computer’s major function is metronome playback; therefore its primary role is as a performer. However, the roles of instrument and conductor are also employed by applying signal processing to the steel pipes. The two tuned steel pipes are connected to the computer through contact microphones, allowing for a unique digital processing that engages the instrument and conductor roles. The pipes are processed using what the composer calls “nostalgic preparation,” in which the processing is based on the tempo of the metronome. The computer “hears” that a pipe is struck, determines the time until the next metronome click, records the pipe for half of that time, then plays this recording backward. This process allows the attack of the reversed sample to sound in sync with the metronome (Figure 1). Since the reversed sample swells into the next click this “nostalgic” effect “conducts” the next occurrence of the metronome. The pitch of the pipe is also digitally shifted throughout the piece, creating counterpoint between the eight pipes. The nostalgic preparation and pitch shifting combine to create a unique digital instrument that is triggered by striking the pipe.

![Figure 1 - Nostalgic Pipe Effect](image)

The role of instrument is also engaged as sound files are manipulated using the game controllers. The game controllers will be discussed in further detail in the following section, but their basic application is as a gesture recognition system. The performers are able to use these

---

28 Dan Trueman, *Nostalgic Synchronic Etudes.*
game controllers to physically manipulate the playback of sound files, exposing complex timbres by focusing on single grains of the sampled sound.

5.1.3. Interaction in 120bpm

Trueman applies interaction in this composition through the use of a performer-controlled metronome and modified game controllers. The interaction in this work is interesting because it involves slight manipulations of fixed material. In most works involving fixed media the media part cannot interact with the performer. However, Trueman uses performer input to affect the playback of the computer, creating a way for the computer to respond to the performer. The metronome playback affects the performer’s perception of time, provoking the performer to respond to the computer.

Throughout this composition Trueman uses several different techniques to alter the interaction between the performers and the metronome. He moves the metronome to different parts of the beat to create unique rhythms and meters, allows improvisation with unsynchronized metronome clicks, and transforms the metronome click into unmetered gestures.

Trueman creates rhythmic and metric interest in the metronome by placing plank strikes on various parts of the beat. The use of this technique is apparent at letter B (Figure 2). The rhythmic variation of the metronome occurs first in m. 20 where plank strikes occur on the offbeat. Player one strikes the plank on the second eighth note of beat two, and this gesture is repeated, offset by a beat, by each successive player. The metronome is therefore reset to sound on the offbeat until the players strike the plank on beat 2 of m. 22. Another interesting rhythmic gesture is created in mm. 23-24 as players one and two create a 5:4 hemiola pattern. Each gesture is five sixteenth notes long and contains a pipe strike on the first sixteenth note followed by a plank strike on the second. Since the metronome naturally clicks every four sixteenth notes and
is reset by the plank the click sounds at the start of each gesture (in sync with the pipe), reinforcing the 5:4 feel. The final rhythmic gesture occurs on the last beat of m. 24 where the plank strikes are offset by one sixteenth note in each part. The product is a metronome click outlining every sixteenth-note of the bar. Trueman also uses this rhythmic offset to create meter changes, such as playing a plank on the sixth eighth note of a measure to create a 7/8 bar or on the second sixteenth of a bar to create a 5/16 meter. The interplay of the computer and the performer in this section allows the metronome to be used as another instrument.

![Figure 2- mm. 17-27 of 120bpm](image)

Though the auditory affect of the offbeat metronome strikes is rhythmic interplay between the performers and the four clicks, the performers’ perception of time within these bars creates a deeper level of interaction. Trueman influences how the performers interact with metronomic time through his use of notation. For example the 7/8 bar, m. 19, and the 5/4 bar, m.
20, contain the same gesture, a plank struck an eighth-note after the metronome sounds. However, in the 7/8 bar the performers’ perception is a lengthening of the measure, while the perception of the 5/4 bar is the shifting of the metronome to the off-beat. The notation affects how performers perceive time within these bars, though the metronome responds exactly the same. This is one way that Trueman allows the metronome to “provoke” the performers interpretation of time.

Trueman also uses the manipulation of rhythm and meter to develop a type of interaction that is unique to this piece. The composer pointed out that letter I (Figure 3) is particularly intriguing to him in the way that the metronome affects the normal interaction of chamber musicians.²⁹ In this section a series of figures are repeated an indeterminate number of times allowing the performers to settle into the groove of each repeated figure. When performed without the click the chamber musicians follow one another and a “group mind” effect allows the musicians to settle into the groove. This groove is never mathematically perfect, but when the metronome is added the group has to account for the unyielding precision of a machine. Trueman states “[the percussionists] have to settle into the groove in a different way and sort of rebound off the clicks.”³⁰ This is an interesting concept because it moves from a one to one interaction between a computer and a performer to a four to one interaction between a group of chamber musicians and a computer. The rhythmic and metric manipulation of the metronome continues throughout the composition.

²⁹ Trueman, interview.
³⁰ Trueman, interview.
Interaction with the metronome is further developed through the addition of brief improvised sections. The improvised sections, marked as “Free Gestural A-rhythmic (FGA),” are composed of a notated instrumentation, different in each part but always including the wood plank, and instructions to improvise without synchronizing. The metronome is still present within this section; therefore as the performers improvise the four unsynchronized clicks create constantly evolving rhythmic gestures. The improvised sections allow the performers, through manipulating the metronomes, to create a fifth “performer” comprised of the unsynchronized clicks.

Trueman advances the metronome interaction by transforming the 120bpm click into unmetered gestures, using two different processes. The first is an accelerating click that first occurs before letter P. The affect of the accelerating click is similar to a bouncing ball, where the beats of the metronome start out far apart but exponential become closer together. The performers can restart this accelerating click as they have before. At letter Q (Figure 4) the performers interrupt the accelerating click by striking the wood plank after a desired number of pulses occur. The number of clicks within each bar is notated, as well as two to three instrument strikes occurring on specified clicks. The first beat of every bar is a wood plank in order to

Figure 3- mm. 103-114 of 120bpm
restart the accelerating click, and the following notes, on either a pipe or a drum, create an accelerating rhythmic interplay between the two parts. The same concept of altered chamber music practice continues, as the performers must connect with each other while trying to place each of their notes with the accelerating click. The accelerating click creates another unique use of interaction with a mathematically fixed computer part.

---

**Figure 4- mm. 203-205, 226-228 from 120bpm**

The final use of the 120bpm metronome is increasing the speed of the metronome so much that rhythm becomes pitch. Trueman points to an article by Stockhausen in which he...
describes how a repeated rhythm becomes a pitch as its speed is increased.\textsuperscript{31} In 120bpm Trueman uses the metronome pulses to create a pitch, layering metronomes upon each other, beginning with 30bpm, followed by 60, 120, 240 etc. until the rhythm of the metronome becomes a pitch. Transforming the pulses into a pitch creates an absence of metronomic time during a point where the performers are manipulating sound files, consisting of sustained tones, with the game controllers.

In the final section of 120bpm Trueman enables the performers to physically interact with the computer, utilizing a video game controller to control the playback of sound files. The controller used is the Gametrak tether controller (MadCatz, 2000) originally designed as a 3-D interface for PlayStation 2 and Xbox. Two retractable nylon tethers are run through a gear system to record the distance of extension (z axis) and the cords are run through joystick knobs to analyze their position in space (x and y axis). Though more advanced motion tracking controllers are available, the simplicity, accuracy, and low cost of the Gametrak has made it an increasingly prevalent tool in the electronic music world and in Trueman’s composition.

In 120bpm Trueman employs the Gametrak to directly interact with the computer through a graphic interface. The composer explains the use of the controllers,

The tethers control playback position in pre-recorded soundfiles. Each soundfile has two "events," which are clearly identifiable in the graphic display. The upper soundfile is controlled by the right hand, the lower by the left. The red vertical line indicates where the soundfile is currently sustaining. This is a spectral playback instrument, meaning it will sustain continuously at whatever point the tether indicates (the tether does not have to move to make sound).\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{32} Dan Trueman, \textit{neither Anvil nor Pulley}, 2010.
For each sound file there are two recorded sounds, and the primary function of the notation is to indicate a movement between the two. For example when a note-head is present in the middle line of the staff the performer should move the cursor to the spot where the first sound ends and the second begins to expose the transition between the two sounds, as represented in the upper portion of Figure 5. If a note-head is near the bottom of the staff the performer should move the cursor to the right waveform, as represented in the lower portion of Figure 5, and if the note-head is near the top of the staff the cursor is moved to the far left.

Throughout this section Trueman uses this notation to guide the performer’s manipulation of the time stretching feature of a phase vocoder, producing eerie, complex, long tones from freezing and stretching portions of the prerecorded fiddle sounds. A phase vocoder is an application of granular synthesis that can be used for time stretching or pitch shifting. As one could infer, time stretching is altering the length of a grain and pitch shifting is changing the perceived pitch. The unique aspect of a phase vocoder is that these processes can be achieved without affecting one another; therefore time stretching can occur without pitch shifting and vice versa. In 120bpm as the playback cursor is moved through the sound file the computer plays the selected grain of sound. If one stops in place this “freezes” the sound, and if one moves the
cursor slowly this stretches the sound file. Trueman uses this effect to expose subtle timbre changes in the sound files. By using the video game controller for gesture recognition the performers are able to physically interact with the computer playback.

5.1.4. Is this Work Interactive?

At first glance the score for 120bpm does not present obvious interactivity between the performers and the computer, but deeper analysis exposes Trueman’s unique application of interaction. The involvement of several shifting roles for both the performers and computer allows for various types of interaction, and the emphasis on developing complex ways of interacting with a metronome reveals musician’s unique interpretation of time. Developing computerized instruments that are controlled by striking pipes or gestural recognition through a video game controller enables the percussionists and computers to physically interact. Dan Trueman’s 120bpm exposes a unique perception as to what constitutes HCI.

Trueman uses the manipulation of fixed material to create interaction, but focusing on signal processing and live composition can create another level of interaction. Including a greater level of improvisation can develop the “performer as composer” role further, and using algorithmic composition creates a constantly changing computer part. In the following work, It’s Like the Nothing Never Was, Von Hansen manipulates live recordings of the performer to develop an interactive music system.

5.2. It’s Like the Nothing Never Was by Von Hansen

It’s Like the Nothing Never Was is an interactive music system, developed in Max/MSP, designed to encourage interaction between performers and computers. Unlike 120bpm, It’s Like the Nothing Never Was contains no fixed or prerecorded material. The performer’s live input is recorded, and all of the sounds created by the computer are digitally processed versions of these
live recordings. There is no specified instrumentation nor is there a traditionally notated score, rather a document outlining the computers actions is presented. The timing, computer activity, and guidelines for performance are given for seven separate events. By supplying minimal information the composer intends for the performer to listen to the processing and allow it to influence performance. The composer has relinquished the majority of the control of the composition by allowing the performer to improvise and by applying algorithmic composition to the computer part. The composer’s role is unique in this work because he has created an interactive music system rather than a defined composition for performer and electronics.

5.2.1. Roles of Performer and Computer

The role of the performer in this work is as performer, instrument, composer and to a lesser extent conductor. Improvisation is simultaneous performance and composition, in this case using an instrument; therefore supplying no notated material allows the performer to maintain these roles throughout the entire work. The role of performer and instrument is obviously omnipresent, but the compositional role continues throughout as the performer responds to processed versions of their performance. The performer is allowed the freedom to conduct the piece, as each event is trigger by the performer using a pedal. The flexibility of improvisation allows for deep interactions with the computer system.

The computer plays the roles of composer, performer, instrument and conductor. Each event involves the computer recording the live performer input and manipulating the playback of these recordings, and the pitch, speed, spatialization and volume of the recordings are constantly manipulated through controlled randomization algorithms. This randomization of the program allows the computer to play the role of composer as it chooses how much to manipulate the sound. The computer plays back these recorded sounds therefore it is also a performer. The role
of instrument can be inferred from the application of reverb, delay and pitch shifting upon the performers sound, creating a digitally enhanced instrument. The computer is also a conductor because each event is timed and the performer follows a computerized clock that counts elapsed time in seconds, as seen in the middle of Figure 6, to help him/her follow the progression of the patch. The supplied document also refers to certain points where the processing should be allowed to develop before progressing. By enhancing the role the computer plays in this work the composer is able to define this program as an interactive music system.

![Figure 6 - Screenshot of It’s Like the Nothing Never Was](image)

5.2.2. Developing Interaction through Randomization

As stated previously, this interactive music system contains no prerecorded material therefore all of the sounds generated by the computer originate from live recordings of the performer. Interaction with these recordings could occur if the material was presented exactly as
recorded, but interaction would become stale, as there would be no change in the performers expectations. The randomization of variables of these recordings enhances interaction because the performer is influenced by unexpected events.\textsuperscript{33}

In \textit{It’s Like the Nothing Never Was} several variables of the recorded sound are randomized, and the level of randomization is altered throughout the work. Randomized variables of playback include pitch, speed, volume, spatialization, and reverb level. Randomization is achieved in this Max/MSP patch through the use of an object called “random” that chooses a random number within a specified range. The number value is then output and can be used to control any number of effects. For example, the playback speed is randomized throughout the composition, manipulating rhythm and pitch. Unlike the phase vocoder used in \textit{120bpm}, time and pitch are not controlled separately in this work. This is because a different type of processing is occurring. This process can be understood if one imagines changing the speed on a tape recorder. As the speed of the tape is increased the pitch increases as well. Conversely if the playback rate is decreased the voices become very low and drawn out. The manipulation of tempo and pitch can be altered to such an extent that they are very different from the original recording; however, since the recorded material is never played in reverse there is always a relationship to the original recording. The randomization of all of these variables helps to apply choice to the interactive music system, but another object is needed to make these sounds blend with the live performer.

It is the composer’s intention that the processed sounds are as natural as possible, so they blend with the acoustic instruments. If randomization were presented alone the playback would

jump to the chosen numbers, making for obvious changes. To make this interactive system more subtle and natural the “line” object is employed. The line object moves from one number to another over a specified amount of time. Changing amplitude using a line tool is like turning a volume knob on a stereo slowly rather than jumping from a soft volume to a loud volume instantly. When applied to the playback rate, this tool creates slow pitch bends between notes as the playback speed is ramped up or down

5.2.3. Composing through Controlled Randomization

This work is completely improvised by the performer and the computer is making compositional choices, so how does the composer influence the work? Though randomization is involved and the actual numbers chosen cannot be controlled, Hansen inserts his voice by defining the range of numbers from which the computer can choose. The basic structure of this composition is an arch form with a definite climax. To build to this climax the composer begins with a small range of numbers and expands this range up to the climax. For example, the playback rate of the first recording in Event 1 is defined as anywhere between 80% and 120% of the original speed. Further more the line object ramps between these numbers over a 20 to 25 second period. Each event triggers an increase in the range of the playback rate and a shorter amount of ramping time. By the climax of the work recording 1 uses a playback rate between 40% and 140% that is ramped every 5 to 10 seconds. Since the ramping rate is much quicker and the range between random numbers is often quite large the pitch bend effect is pronounced and active. By manipulating the randomization algorithm the composer is able to impose a certain level of control upon the interactive music system.

By the climax of the work the computer has recorded the performer six different times and these six recordings are manipulated through eleven different playback objects. For
example, the first sixty-second recording is placed in three different playback objects, each of which is working in a different playback range and with a separate panner. This creates pitch bends throughout the sound spectrum that swirl around the space and combine with one another. Hansen is able to increase the density of the texture by starting with only one of these objects active and introducing the others as the piece progresses toward the climax. By applying control of the randomization and manipulating recorded sounds using different computer processes the composer is able to define a basic structure within the interactive music system and insert his voice.

5.2.4. Improvisation Influenced by Processing

Not only is the performer interacting with the manipulated playback of his/her sound, he/she is also influenced by the real-time effects placed upon his/her signal. Reverb is used extensively throughout this work, and the decay time and simulated size of the space is consistently varied. Reverb has a profound effect on performer activity because highly reverberant spaces tend to communicate less action to a performer and drier spaces bring out more rhythmically dense figures. Another live processing technique used is applying four delay objects simultaneously to distribute an echo of the performer’s sound throughout the space. The performer must adjust his/her gestures to draw attention to the delay.

An object mirroring the phase vocoder is used to manipulate pitch. Four of these pitch shifters are employed, using the random and line objects to create a constantly moving, live harmonization of the performer. Randomized live-processing results in deep, subjective interaction because the performer must react instantly to how their sound is presented. Performers are able to experience the manipulation of their signal in real-time and respond in a way the best compliments the characteristics of this sound.
5.2.5. Reactive versus Interactive Music Systems

Compositions for performer and computer that only use signal processing and playback of recorded sound have been criticized as being more reactive than interactive. This distinction refers to the role that the computer plays in the interactive process. “Reactive” computer parts generate no original material; rather they analyze the incoming signal from an acoustic instrument and perform some sort of processing upon that signal. When some sort of indeterminacy is placed upon the processing the result is an electronic part that sounds different in every performance. In pieces like It’s Like the Nothing Never Was the score is left open so the performer can be influenced by this new sound. This cycle can be seen as interactive because the choices made by the performer and the computer are directly influenced by one another. All of the musical material originates from the performer; therefore the performer is interacting with an iteration of his/her own sound, and the computer is not contributing any original material. Though this is true, the manipulation of the original acoustic sound is often so drastic and randomized that it acts as new material to the ear of a performer. As explained above, the presence of reverb or other processing changes the gestures and the level of performer activity. The computer has not added any additional melodic or rhythmic material, but by changing the performers sound it greatly influences HCI.

In order to further increase the interaction between a performer and computer composers use live input to manipulate computer-generated sounds. In this situation the computer is presenting original material and is altering the playback of this material based on the performer’s actions, and the performer can consciously manipulate the computer playback. In the following

composition *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* by Cort Lippe the composer uses the input of a snare drum to interact with the computer.

### 5.3. Music for Snare Drum and Computer by Cort Lippe

Cort Lippe has had a profound influence on the development of interactive music for performer and computer. He has worked at some of the most respected music technology research institutes including The Instituut voor Sonologie in the Netherlands, the French institute Centre d’Etudes de Mathematique et Automatique Musicales (CEMAMu), and the previously mentioned IRCAM. While at IRCAM he was part of the original development team of Max, and his research on interactive music and computer music techniques is extensive. These credentials reveal a deep understanding of composing interactive computer music that is apparent in his composition. Lippe’s piece *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* uses the amplitude and timbral variations of the snare drum to affect the processing within this work. The composer describes the relationship between the snare drum and the processing, “Technically, the computer tracks parameters of the snare drum performance and uses this information to continuously influence and manipulate the computer sound output by directly affecting digital synthesis and compositional algorithms in real-time.” The ability to use performer input to affect algorithmic composition establishes a continuum of interaction wherein the snare drum performance influences the computer’s compositional output which influences performer activity.

---


5.3.1. Roles of the Performer and Computer

Cort Lippe’s *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* applies all of the roles described above. The performer is of course performer and is playing an instrument but he/she is also the composer and conductor at points due to the open improvisational nature of this work. Since Lippe is able to use performer input to alter nearly every aspect of the computer processing and composition, the performer has a strong influence on the composition of this piece. The ability to trigger specific samples and change harmonies within the sample playback allows the performer to conduct certain aspects of this work. The musical choices the performer makes directly influence the compositional process of the computer, but the computer maintains a presence as composer and conductor.

The computer employs all four roles of performer, instrument, composer and conductor. The computer is beautifully integrated into this work and has a part in controlling nearly every aspect of the final performance. Though the performer influences the computer, it uses this input to alter the playback of sound files or change attributes of signal processing. The application of the sound files allows the computer to generate material that did not originate from the performer; therefore this work cannot be criticized as being merely reactive. The computer uses algorithmic composition to alter the playback of the sampled sounds based on performer input. This process is intricately implemented and will be discussed in the following section.

This composition is broken into thirty events and the computer automatically triggers each new event. This allows the computer to conduct the progression of each event. The Max patch for this work includes a visual interface that allows the performer to follow the progression of the computer. Figure 7 supplies a screenshot of this interface where the number in the pink box is the event, the length of the event is given in the lower right portion of the patch and a
status bar moves from yellow to red as the event progresses. This time information is accompanied by a simple set of directions, in the grey boxes at the top, that paraphrase the score. This visual interface allows the computer to give visual as well as auditory cues to conduct the work. Since the computer is playing back material it is a performer, and similarly to the above works the computer processing creates a new hybrid instrument, playable by striking the snare drum. Allowing both the performer and computer to work in every possible role enhances the interactivity in this composition.

Figure 7- Screenshot of Max patch for Music for Snare Drum and Computer

5.3.2. Use of Notation to Establish the Composer’s Voice

In works that allow for performer and computer control over composition it is important for the composer to maintain the presence of their voice within the work. In this composition Lippe uses two different scores to guide performance and interaction. The scores for this piece
are interesting because they involve text descriptions as well as notational examples of possible gestures. In email correspondence the composer described the origin of this unusual score,

> The original score is the written texts. Normally, my scores are less open and I was sort of uncomfortable with the openness, so I wrote a somewhat detailed, but nevertheless open to interpretation, score for the piece, which should probably be best viewed as a "guide" for what to play rather than a conventional score of specific directions.38

These two scores combine to give a strong idea of how to interact with the computer throughout the work. The text descriptions are more in depth; therefore the composer seems to prefer that these be the primary score and that the notation be supplemental.39 However, the notated score gives an “out of time guide of techniques and gestures” that can define density, rhythmic activity, and the amount of timbral variance.40 Figures 8 and 9 below present Events 4 through 7 in the two notational mediums.

One can see that the text descriptions are more informative and include information about the goals of each section, how the performer can interact with the computer, and how input is used to change processing. The notation of the musical score is explained in a supplied key, for example the lowest space on the staff is in the center of the drum and the top line is the rim on the opposite side of the player. It is obvious that there is a varied texture because the notation is actively moving throughout the staff. Density can be inferred through this notation as well. Event 4 places more space between notes than the other events, implying that the performer should apply more space between gestures. When performing this work the percussionist should make use of all of the information supplied to influence how they interact with the computer. Using the text directions as the primary score allows performers to understand how they affect the progression of the piece and leads to richer interaction.

38 Cort Lippe, email correspondence with author, March 1, 2014.
39 Cort Lippe, email correspondence.
EVENT 4  (30 seconds)
2 STICKS, NO HANDS. Computer sounds become very long. Create clouds of computer sound, let fade away, and create more. Use sticks in both hands, and mix damped and sustained strikes. BUT NOT TOO LOUD! This event should have many more rests than the previous event. Continue quiet pianissimo rolls since they do not affect the computer output. Also add some strikes on the rim and change the color of attacks by varying the location on the drum. Only advance to event 5 during a very quiet moment.

EVENT 5  (20 seconds)
SNARES ON. Make switch while striking fairly hard with stick (to mask the change to snare). Computer sounds are not as long or sustained as in event 4. General musical goal is to give the impression that the "introduction" is over. Short rolls and flurries should still be separated by rests, but playing should be extroverted and the control over whether a note is picked up by the microphone becomes very critical, since softer notes (with the snare on) will probably not be picked up. This is fine, just keep in mind that the drum is less sensitive with the snare on. Some very fast short rolls, rim-shots, and strikes on the metal edge of the drum will add to variety here.

EVENT 6  (20 seconds)
Longer virtuoso flurries with full dynamic range can be alternated with quick, abrupt stops. Listen for continuing sounds in the computer after pausing to play. If, when paused, the computer continues, there are three possibilities to create a kind of "dialogue" with the computer sounds: (1) Wait for computer to finish, and then start immediately, as if interrupting the computer. Or, (2) wait, but start BEFORE the computer stops, which will give even more of an impression of interrupting the computer. Or, (3) wait for the computer to finish, then pause, and then continue, giving the impression of not attempting to interrupt the computer, but rather playing in a "call-response" style.

EVENT 7  (20 seconds)
1 STICK, 1 BRUSH. Begin using a brush in one hand for both striking and sweeping across the drum. Play in similar fashion to previous event, except that durations of the computer sounds get longer. Continue to engage in a "dialogue". Some computer sounds should be allowed to fade out, while others can be interrupted. Computer sounds can even be IMITATED with the drum. Slightly less activity on the drum than in the previous event. Keep varying color playing in varying locations on the drum, including rim and side. Very accents and louder gestures with quiet rolls.

Figure 8- Text Directions for Events 4-7.

Figure 9- Notated Score for Events 4-7.
5.3.3. Interaction in *Music for Snare Drum and Computer*

In *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* Cort Lippe is able to establish strong connections between performer activity and computer output. Though this involves complex compositional algorithms, along with the signal processing, the central focus of the work is the snare drummer. Lippe explains “Musicians, with their years of experience playing on instruments which have often developed over centuries, offer rich musical and cultural potential, and are perhaps the ultimate driving force for me as a composer working with computer technology.”[^41] This compositional philosophy inspired Lippe to use the timbral characteristics of the snare drum and the performer’s subtle changes in volume, articulation and texture to influence the computer processing.

As explained above the snare drum input is constantly analyzed and used to manipulate digital synthesis and compositional algorithms. The amplitude of the snare drum attacks is consistently monitored and has a strong influence on sample playback. Lippe explains this process,

> “Generally, attack detection and very close amplitude following (envelope following) of the snare is done in real-time. This allows for detection of whether phrases are crescendo or decrescendo-shaped, and for timing characteristics of phrases to be measured as to whether they are regular/irregular, or accelerating or slowing down. The timing of silences is also measured.”[^42]

Signal processing is manipulated using spectral analysis and includes techniques such as filtering, spatialization, and timbral snapshots. The snare drum following affects algorithmic composition by choosing different sampled sounds based on amplitude and by cross-synthesizing

[^42]: Cort Lippe, analysis provided to author, March 30, 2014.
sampled sounds with the live sounds. This allows the performer to shape the progression of the piece through subtle variations in timbre and volume.

**Digital Processing**

The first process in the work is a good demonstration of the complex spectral analysis of the snare sound and how it is transformed. The first attacks are created using the pads of the fingers while the palm of the hand muffles the drum. These sounds are very short but they are transformed into long sustains inside the computer. However, these sustained sounds are not heard through the speakers. “Rather, the sustained sounds are sent through a bank of 1024 filters that give frequency bands (each one is 23 Hertz wide) either full amplitude or zero amplitude as a kind of "spectral snapshot" of the drum sound.”43 The computer analyzes the timbre of the drum by determining at which frequencies the drum is sounding. The computer then takes “spectral snapshots” of this timbre, capturing the first milliseconds of the snare drum attack. Though all of the frequencies of the snare drum are recorded the filters let through selected frequency bands for each strike of the drum. Different frequencies are let through for the right and left speakers, creating a different timbre in each speaker. Amplitude following is used to affect this process as the amplitude of the snare drum attacks determines the number of filters used. Quieter attacks let through more bands therefore the quiet attacks are more timbrally complex, and the increased number of filters allow the soft sounds to be heard. At first the filters and panning jump between values, but as the introduction progresses they begin to slide more smoothly. As the filtering and panning are transforming, the reverberation of the snare drum is gradually increased until Event 4 presents a long sustain of the processed snare sound.

---

43 Cort Lippe, analysis.
The processing of the snare drum sound using the filters continues throughout the work with increasing complexity. Delay times are added causing the computer to wait a certain amount of time before initiating the sounds, and the filters begin to be independently sustained for varying durations. Lippe also uses what he calls “component reordering,” which alters the properties of the filters either by compressing or expanding the spectrum or by switching the amplitude levels of certain frequencies. For example he may switch the amplitude levels of the higher and lower frequencies, creating a vastly different timbre. A change in timbre would occur because the upper range of the spectrum is usually quite low in volume and is mostly the “noise” that defines the texture of the sound. Amplifying this portion of the spectrum while decreasing the lower part of the spectrum, which defines pitch, vastly alters the timbre. Along with these alterations to the spectrum the composer also periodically applies reverb to the live sound.

As discussed in previous examples, signal processing has a profound effect on how performers interact with the computer. The processes used by Cort Lippe are computationally complex, but they are instantly discernable by the performer. Since Lippe uses the amplitude of the snare drum to affect these processes the performer is able to alter his/her performance to change the processed sound. If the performer plays very soft the process does not change, but as they play stronger attacks the timbre changes. In order to make this interaction clear to the audience the performer must alternate soft sections with some accented figures to make his/her affect on the system processing clear. Equally important to the performer is the use of spectral analysis. The performer does not necessarily need to know the specifics of spectral analysis; rather they should know that the computer is using this process to analyze the timbres they are creating. As seen in the notated score above, Lippe intends for the performer to play on various
parts of the drum and use different striking implements. The performer can then use timbral changes to directly affect the filters. This combination of amplitude following and spectral analysis allows for multiple levels of HCI.

**Algorithmic Composition**

In this work the computer not only alters the performers live sound but uses the performers signal to alter prerecorded material. The presence of prerecorded samples allows the computer to generate sounds that do not originate from the performer; therefore the performer is reacting directly with the computer rather than only their own transformed sound. Lippe uses several different techniques to alter sample playback using the snare drum input.

In Event 6 sample playback begins as the snare drum input triggers one of fifty-two samples. Lippe uses the attack amplitude of each snare drum strike to choose which sample is played back. The samples are set to trigger at certain amplitudes, but the composer inserts his voice by placing a higher probability of occurrence upon certain samples. The application of this probability makes it impossible for the performer to know exactly what sampled sound they will trigger. As discussed in the section regarding algorithmic composition, the unexpected nature of these sounds causes the performer to react in unanticipated ways. The performer has further control of the samples as the computer applies spatialization to these samples and slightly transposes their pitch based on the drum amplitude. As Events 7-11 progress the samples become longer and Lippe fades the performer’s sound into that of the samples. All of this processing is combined with longer reverberation to create clouds of sound, reducing the emphasis on the snare drum rhythm.

As the section progresses the snare drum is used to change the harmony of the clouds by affecting the filtering. Only certain frequencies are allowed to pass; therefore it uses subtractive
synthesis to create harmony. Subtractive synthesis eliminates certain frequency bands that are normally present; thereby the harmony is changed. This alteration of harmony is used frequently throughout this work.

The previous section began to blend the live input with the sampled sounds but the following events emphasize the use of cross-synthesis. In this cross synthesis the drum sound and the samples begin to be combined to create a hybrid instrument. The composer describes this process,

“This is an FFT based cross-synthesis algorithm in which the spectrum of the samples is mapped onto the drum envelope. So instead of producing the direct sound of the samples being triggered by the drum, the timbre of the samples is mapped onto the drum playing. The resulting sound is more a kind of combination (or timbral synthesis) of drum and samples rather than a simple amplitude mixing of drum and samples.”

As the composer states, this synthesis combines the amplitude and rhythm of the drum with the timbral spectrum of the sample to create a hybrid instrument. The drum is now directly affecting the rhythm, volume and harmony of the sample.

In Events 23-27 the snare sound is cross-synthesized with and used to alter the amplitude of various techno, drum/bass sounds, creating a club music feel. The snare drum amplitude once again modifies the sampled sounds and chooses which sample is played back. As the events progress an accompaniment track is added and a “granular gated playback of samples of low spoken phrases and muted trumpet” is included in the mix of sounds. The granular playback causes each snare drum strike to trigger a single grain of the prerecorded samples. When these grains are present the composer indicates the performer should play with the “Maximum activity of the piece.” Reacting to these directions the performer plays very fast notes and dense rolls.

---
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Each of these rapid strikes triggers a separate grain of the voice and trumpet samples. The effect of this activity and processing is a cacophony of jumbled sounds that are directly related to the rhythm and amplitude of the snare drum performance. Enabling the performer to directly alter the playback of prerecorded sounds creates the interactive loop of communication required to create a fully integrated interactive work.

5.3.4. Integrated Interactivity

Cort Lippe’s understanding of interactive music for performer and computer enables *Music for Snare Drum and Computer* to create obvious interaction through complex processing. Any audience member would come away from a performance of this piece with the understanding that the computer sounds were being affected by the snare drum without understanding precisely how. Lippe’s extensive notation allows performers to understand the structure of the work while allowing for performer interpretation upon this structure. The ability to form an interactive loop from performer to computer back to performer places the interactivity level of this music well above most other compositions for percussion and computer, and sets an example for a fully integrated interactive music system.
6. Conclusion

Music in the twenty-first century continues to involve increasing levels of interaction between performers and computers. The ability to form meaningful, musical communication between humans and computers has begun to develop a unique digital, performing partner, with distinctive sonic capabilities. The use of interactive music systems is unique to late twentieth and early twenty-first century composition, and it is one of the means by which the style of the time will be defined. Contemporary performers and composers continue to shape this definition as they push the boundaries of interactive music.

This document can alleviate some anxiety about performing with electronics by applying chamber music principles to this medium. By developing an understanding of the roles one is playing in an interactive composition the performer can more intuitively interact with computer processing. An understanding of these roles and the processes used to develop interaction guides performers to alter their performance in a way that has a more apparent effect on the system. If performers make this interaction clear, audience members are able to understand the communication between the performer and computer, and this understanding increases audience engagement.

The substantial inclusion of percussion in this medium allows contemporary percussionists to have a considerable role in shaping the definition of early twenty-first century music. History shows that composers of electronic music also expand the boundaries of percussion, so percussionists involved in performing these pieces will also play a role in defining the evolution of their instrument. Twenty-first century percussionists should embrace music including computers and familiarize themselves with how to use their unique timbral capabilities.
to create more complex interactive music. Those composers and performers on the forefront of this medium have the unique opportunity to shape the definition of a new genre of music.
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8. Appendix

Cort Lippe's Analysis of Music for Snare Drum and Computer

Generally, attack detection and very close amplitude following (envelope following) of the snare is done in real-time. This allows for detection of whether phrases are crescendo or decrescendo-shaped, and for timing characteristics of phrases to be measured as to whether they are regular/irregular, or accelerating or slowing down. The timing of silences is also measured.

Events 1 - 4. The direct sound of the snare is sent into a reverb unit to produce an extremely long reverberation time. Essentially, the short notes played with the fingertips are transformed into longer, sustained sounds. But these sounds are not heard through the speakers. Rather, the sustained sounds are sent through a bank of 1024 filters that give frequency bands (each one is 23 Hertz wide) either full amplitude or zero amplitude as a kind of "spectral snapshot" of the drum sound. Then each frequency band that is full amplitude is spatialized either hard right or hard left. The frequency bands that are audible (and spatialized) are different for each attack (or strike) on the snare. At first, the spatialization jumps from one value to another (left/right). Gradually over the first 4 events the spatialization starts to pan (move) across the stereo field with each strike. At the same time, the filtering does the same thing: jumps from one filter value to another and then gradually begins to cross-fade (or interpolate) from one value to another. In addition, the reverberation of the snare sounds gets longer and longer over the course of the first 4 events, so that the initial computer sounds are relatively short and gradually become more resonant, longer, and with a timbre that interpolates successively. By event 4 the computer sounds have quite a long sustain due to a kind of infinite reverb that is triggered by the loudest spikes of amplitude in the drum.

Based on the amplitude of the attack, the filtering and spatialization activates more or less filters. So, quieter attacks by the performer activate more filters in order that the computer output will essentially have more amplitude because the resulting filtered timbre is more complex. This insures that the computer processing of quieter attacks will be audible. At the same time, the interpolation speed between spectral snapshots becomes much faster so that the transition between snapshots is quicker.

Event 5. With snares on and using sticks, the sound that is reverberated, filtered, and spatialized is no longer just the snare sound, but is combined with a noise burst, which is added to the input of all the above-mentioned processing. The amplitude envelope of the noise burst imitates the amplitude envelope of the snare and adds a much brighter, stronger sound to the computer part, emphasizing the brighter, stronger sound of the actual snare drum with snares on. The noise burst is reverberated in order to exaggerate the resonance of the computer part, while at the same time the sustain of the snapshots is reduced over the course of the event.

Events 6-8. The filtered and spatialized noise burst snapshots continue and a layer of sampler playback begins. The attack amplitude is used to choose samples, so the player has control, to a certain degree, over which samples are chosen for playback. Many of the samples are percussive in nature. There are 52 total samples, with an average duration of about 125 milliseconds, but some sample durations are as long as 1 second. There is a probability weighting for the samples,
which influences the result as well. Each sample is panned hard left, hard right, or placed in the middle of a stereo field, based on a simple probability calculation, and each sample is slightly transposed, within a rather small range, based on the drum amplitude. In event 7 a longer set of samples is also introduced which range between 1 second and 5 seconds in duration. These samples start to become more predominant in events 7 and 8.

Event 8. From here the longer samples and the filtered, spatialized noise bursts are processed with an array of FFT processing techniques. In the FFT domain, another layer of 1024 filters is introduced, as well as 1024 individual delay times (one for each filter), along with a feedback amount for each filter delay, and a more complicated spatialization for each filter output, as well as a reordering of the spectrum of the original sound. All these processes change over time, either more quickly or more slowly, based on the drum performance, including rapidity of playing, as well as frequency of high level spikes (loud strikes) in the drum playing. The original spatialization of the noise bursts starts to interpolate from one to another over a longer period of time, and the reverberation, effecting the duration of these clouds of sound, gets longer.

Event 9. The sound becomes continuous, meaning the computer output does not stop here, but becomes more of a background with constantly changing FFT processing of all sounds: the short samples, the longer samples (which loop continuously), the noise bursts, and the drum sounds themselves. The player controls when the "harmony" (which is a way of viewing the filtering, which is now taking place on both the samples and the noise bursts) as well as the choice of samples. The continuing computer part is particularly noticeable as more silence is introduced in the drum part.

Event 10-11. The computer part begins to become more and more decoupled here. Only one looping sample is used which is no longer controlled by the player, giving a more static general output to the computer part, while the FFT based processing and the speed with which the processing is modulated is still controlled by the player. The noise bursts and the short samples begin to be more and more subsumed in the general continuous and quasi-static output of the computer. The noise bursts are produced less and less frequently, while the "harmonic" changes are still directly controlled by the drumming amplitudes.

Event 12. Here the drum begins to be “crossed” with the samples (both long and short samples). This is an FFT based cross-synthesis algorithm in which the spectrum of the samples is mapped onto the drum envelope. So instead of producing the direct sound of the samples being triggered by the drum, the timbre of the samples is mapped onto the drum playing. The resulting sound is more a kind of combination (or timbral synthesis) of drum and samples rather than a simple amplitude mixing of drum and samples. "Harmonic" changes are still controlled by the drumming amplitudes.

Event 13-16. Every process that is taking place continues to increase in speed, frequency, and amplitude to a level of maximum activity, following the drum playing speed and amplitude.

Event 17-19. Fade of every process.

Event 20-22. The drum is gradually reverberated more and more, and harmonized an octave
lower, in order to give it the sense of being a "larger" drum.

**Events 23-28.** The drum gates the amplitude of a number of different looping sounds, including techno-style drum and drum/bass loops, along with producing a kind of granular gated playback of samples of low spoken phrases and muted trumpet phrases (events 26-27). All processes involving the FFT based processing, including cross synthesis, gradually return with the drum strongly influencing a number of processes, including sample choices, transpositions, amount of cross-synthesis, "harmony", modulation speed of FFT processes, spatialization, etc.

**Event 29.** A very short coda, a recapitulation of something similar in nature to the sounds of the introduction combined with event 5, ends the piece.